ONPA Held a Trashing Event at Pohnras Road

September 29, 2017 marked the very last working day of the Fiscal Year 2017. It was also the day that the Office of the National Public Auditor (ONPA) conducted another Community Service Project of a Trashing at Pohnras Road. Trashing is a term coined as the act of walking and picking up trash. The event marked the first Community Service Project that was organized by the newly formed ONPA Committee on Planning.

The trashing had served many positive impacts to the staff and to the public. The staff was able to enjoy a meaningful time away from office work loads and to engage in outdoor exercises. Hopefully, it may have reduced stress/ tensions. But more importantly, it serves as an initiation for ONPA’s public service & awareness. One of the core values of ONPA is to provide public service; thus having the trashing certainly enhanced ONPA’s community services through cleaning the Pohnras roads where the staff do their weekly walks.

It was only through collective effort by the ONPA staff as well as Pohnras community that made the activity successful and fruitful.